MANITOWOC, in cooperation with the Fédération Nationale des Travaux Publics (National Federation of Public Works), has worked on improving safety and ergonomics when unloading the packages and fitting the V60A chassis for 2 m masts.

Main improvements:

• Handling: Creation of slinging points and guide handles,
• Packaging of struts + half-bearers allow safe unloading with less handling and more space on the job site.
• Basic mast section: Creation of a fixed, central catwalk and two foldable side catwalks to facilitate the pin-connection of the struts, platforms with four angles facilitating the pin-connection of the mast section, and tubes used as a guard rope for harnesses,
• Pins from the top: Improved accessibility for mast section/half-bearer pin connections,
• Two beams allowing the basic mast section to be stabilized in a vertical position on a ballast block.

Kit V60A : 84000349

Also available for chassis
S41A 84010255 and V63A 84005134

For all additional information, please contact your usual contact person or contact us at the following email address:
potainparts@manitowoc.com
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